Protein Electrophoresis

Protein Standard Marker

The Protein Standard Marker arrives denatured and lyophilized for greater flexibility, simply rehydrate and boil before electrophoresis. Weights are 94,000 Da, 67,000 Da, 38,000 Da, 30,000 Da, 20,000 Da and 14,000 Da. For 6 Gels.

Cat. #752          $50

Precast Polyacrylamide Gels

Cat. #651          3 gels (12%)   $39
Cat. #652          6 gels (12%)   $74

Protein InstaStain®

Protein InstaStain® sheets stain gels faster than conventional methods. Protein InstaStain® gives high quality and uniform gel staining with excellent results for photography. They are also environmentally friendly because they use a solid matrix, avoiding large amounts of liquid stain and waste disposal.

For 15 gels, 7.5 x 10 cm  For 30 gels, 7.5 x 10 cm
Cat. #2016          $39         Cat. #2017          $55
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